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Australian government Productivity commission, submission in relation to
disability discrimination act and public hearing.

This submission is on behalf Lamphud, Roman, Dolores, and specially
Maria, who died in 1992 from hands of the most rude arrogant corrupt
unhuman government in most cruel way of discrimination by the rogue
system of Anglo-Saxons origin unlawful settlers and unlawful occupants on
behalf the puppet queen of British imperialist system design to genocide
destruction culture abuse human rights religion and any rights on human
dignity whatever is exist and is not related to fraudly design imperialist
attitude from 500 years and unlawfully introduce by the puppet Australian
political system what continue abusing human rights religion and another
nationality because they don’t have their own.

They all together is creating unworkable system what never have respect for
human rights civil rights and system what can be against anybody any time
in any situation if anyone ask for the truth. System what never ever have
anything to offer And lie to immigrants through the all process of
immigration using law what never exist.

They whole together the arrogants, creating unworkable public service what
never ever have anything to offer for the public they what creating the
system they not understand themselves what they doing they is unable to
explain any simple‑ letter to the parliament government politician or any
other arrogant stuff which is link to the Anglo-Saxon imagination democracy
what never exist.

The British imperialist drinking blood from innocence victims of the brutal
colonial system which destroying hundreds millions innocence lives from


crime, that was committed, by the arrogants what never understand any
religion in past they pray to the kings in parliaments they talk to the devils
and today they pray to themselves crating war, war crime and crime against
war victims, in relation to their own dirty politics which ignoring
international united nation and human rights.

Is surprise for me as we was involved in many inquiry with similar problems that the government of Australia what ignoring everything what we say before and is recognised internationally as war criminals since war in Afric,a Korea, Papua New Guinea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq, and anywhere on the earth where there was sent on behalf the kings from England they was only commit crime and destruction culture far more rich like the sticky glue of the British imperialist and they stealing what they can to building the castles for the kings because England has nothing and is the poorest hikers stick to Europe where I myself is not happy as a citizen of Europe and people don’t want them to see in the union with the dirty record.

In all the past they what was stolen from defenceless people by the British
barbarian is sitting on the queen account but maybe coming day when the
money be return to the victim, which is huge number Australian aboriginals
what suffering from the brutal system same like my family which the
arrogants even stealing body and body parts from them and from our
daughter

I want to mention extra that we suffering through all the time from the most
corrupt system what ever can be called democracy from the bottom to the
top included huge abuse in rights to justice and compensation what was
stolen by corrupt solicitors protected by the rogue government and the
maphia of the supreme court.

We not believe that anybody who is acting on behalf the government ever speaking true the people like the government is to design and instructed to bring all liars which don k have anything to change included the statistics what from years is increasing and their system and the governments killing more innocence citizens not different like any dictators or Sadam Housien, they using the words democracy what they never understand and in the practise democracy fascist which was created in past by the British imperialist anyway, to support the submission we using as a witness solicitors from the community legal centure all inquiry what we was involve


solicitor martin Reilly who have our case in this moment, NSW Parliament
legislative council. On the end we want mention that we suffering from the
unlimited unlawful discrimination by everything what is related to the system
included the federal government what protecting liberal party criminals and
abusing our family civil rights human rights any rights as a citizens and
after all our rights to justice.

Copy this document as many other documents to be transferred to
international law experts European Union Government Legal Departments
and European Commission of Human Rights and be used as a evidence in
the international court of Justice or any other court what we can only have
any chance to suing the brutal government for abuse our family human
rights.
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